From the Rt Hon Matt Hancock MP
Secretary of State for Health and Social Care

39 Victoria Street
London
SW1H 0EU
020 7210 4850

07 December 2018
EU Exit – Medical Devices and Clinical Consumables supply in a March 2019
‘no deal’ scenario: An update
On 23 August 2018, I wrote to suppliers of medical devices and clinical consumables
regarding our contingency planning approach. As you are already aware, one of the
contingency measures we are taking is to increase stock holding at national level and
our NHS Supply Chain colleagues have been contacting those suppliers that routinely
import products from European Union (EU) countries to establish the measures
necessary to achieve this.
In parallel with this, we also asked all suppliers of medical devices and clinical
consumables that source products from EU countries to review their supply chains
and determine what steps they need to take so that they can continue to provide
products in the unlikely event the UK leaves the EU without a deal.
I am now writing to update you on the progress made to date and some updates to the
Government planning assumptions.
As you will be aware, the Government and the EU have now agreed the basis upon
which the UK will leave the EU in March 2019. This represents a significant step
towards the UK’s objective of securing an orderly exit from the EU. Nevertheless, as
a responsible Government it is only right that we should continue to plan for all
scenarios.
Progress to date
To address potential border delays should we leave without a deal, the Department
established a range of contingency measures to maintain continuity of supply of
medical devices and clinical consumables. This includes increasing stock holding
capacity and starting to stockpile through our national logistics and procurement
operations and the development of measures to allow continued movement of
products into the UK from the EU at short notice.
The Department has been working with industry in implementing these contingency
arrangements and I want to thank suppliers for the engagement with the Programme
to date - I fully recognise the substantial amount of effort undertaken. I know that you

are just as concerned as I am to fulfil your responsibilities and maintain the continuity
of medical supplies to UK patients in the event of a ‘no deal’ scenario and I am
grateful for industry support. Any company that routinely imports products from
other EU countries and has not yet engaged should contact the Department as soon as
possible by emailing mdcc-contingencyplanning@dhsc.gov.uk.
Update on cross-Government planning assumptions
In my previous letter I advised that the cross-Government planning assumption about
potential border delays would be subject to revision in light of future developments.
Government departments have been working to design customs and other control
arrangements at the UK border in a way which ensures goods can continue to flow
into the country, and won’t be delayed by additional controls and checks. On the UK
side this work is proceeding well, and we have been clear we will not impose
additional controls and checks.
However, the UK Government does not have control over the checks which member
states impose at the EU border. The European Commission has made it clear that, in
the event of a ‘no deal’ scenario, it will impose full third country controls on people
and goods entering the EU from the UK. Whether this happens or not is in their
hands, not ours.
Although we cannot know exactly what each member state will do with respect to
checks on the EU border, the cross-Government planning assumptions have been
revised so we can prepare for the potential impacts that the imposition of third
country controls by member states could have. These impacts are likely to be felt
mostly on the short straits crossings into Dover and Folkestone, where the frequent
and closed loop nature of these mean that both exports and imports would be
affected.
The revised cross-Government planning assumptions show that there will be
significantly reduced access across the short straits, for up to six months.
This is very much a worst-case scenario. In a ‘no deal’ exit from the EU we would, of
course, be pressing member states hard to introduce pragmatic arrangements to
ensure the continued full flow of goods which would be to their benefit as well as
ours. Nevertheless, as a responsible Government, we have a duty to plan for all
scenarios. And in areas where we cannot tolerate significant risk to the flow of
goods, such as with medicines and medical products, we need to have contingency
plans in place for this worst-case planning assumption.
The Government recognises the vital importance of medicines and medical products
and is working to ensure that there is sufficient roll-on, roll-off freight capacity to
enable these vital products to continue to move freely in to the UK. The Government
has also agreed that medicines and medical products will be prioritised on these

alternative routes to ensure that the flow of all these products will continue
unimpeded after 29 March 2019.
We are well aware that you will need adequate notice and guidance to put
arrangements in place to reroute your supplies and my officials running the Medical
Devices and Clinical Consumables Supply Contingency Planning Programme will
follow up with you very shortly. A corresponding letter is being sent out today to
suppliers of medicines.
Thank you for your continued support with this important programme. We are
confident that, with adequate preparation and your support, we can together safeguard
patient care in the unlikely event of a disorderly ‘no deal’ exit from the EU.

Yours ever,

MATT HANCOCK
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